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About This Game

As a stand-alone expansion pack to Legions of Iron, discover new innovations and even more stunning visuals that launch the
Haegemonia experience into light speed. The Solon Heritage is a multiplayer-only package with over 70 new inventions, all new
skills and heroes, new spaceships and strategy options with an all-improved AI. Colonize, conquer, conduct research, trade, spy

and battle it out … but be diplomatic or extinction of your race is inevitable.

15 new maps in solo and multiplayer modes

10 new ships including diplomatic ships, race-specific ships and probes

Simultaneous Invention Research

New Spy Missions

New special FX created by the unique Walker engine

New Hero and Mercenary Units specifically created to diversify the tactical actions

Rebalanced gameplay for Inventions and Ships
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Digital Reality
Publisher:
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Sound error CTDs every second minute sometimes, sometimes not at all. I weep for my favorite childhood game.. love this
game had it alongtime ago, still think this needs to be updated remastered HD or Remake but needs more than two aliens raceies
to fight.. bad dont buy i bought it for me and my freind due to me loving space exploration but no i am stuck half way at title
screen trying to make a new game or a server when i enter after 15 min i cant do any thing just look at a space ship and thats it,
and also no info on internet only a movie or somthing srsly dont buy no lag but theres like no tutorial barly thanks for getting my
hopes up game dont be fooled. Sound error CTDs every second minute sometimes, sometimes not at all. I weep for my favorite
childhood game.. sound message error cant play the game. I played Haegemonia the first time several years ago when it first
came out. For the time, it had fantastic graphics and the gameplay combined real time strategy and 4X in a way that I haven't
seen since, but wish I had. The graphics have pretty much held up- they are comparable to early PS3 or XBOX 360 titles.
The problem is that within an hour of launching the game, it crashes. The Windows popup blames the game's sound files. Once
it crashes on you, it'll crash within five minutes of launch each time.
If the game were stable and you could run it, I'd strongly suggest it to all strategy fans. However, the as- is version simply doesn't
run. Keep looking.. Too bugy, couldn't get it work for very long finally removed it from my active list. Seems like a good game
but it just keeps crashing on my PC.
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If you like sins of solar empire and have good friends to play it with its worth the price !. Like the first game the camera
controls are really bad. The angels are the worse and are very annoying. It would be nice also I could at least speed up the boring
travel parts more than 4x game speed.
The tutorial was not very helpful and I had to restart because I didn't know what I was doing. I went to use a previous save slot
(as the game saved it several times while I was playing). Out of the three slots it created only one worked and it sent me back to
the game right when I quit..... So I have to start over again. Though I am not so sure I want to play this game anymore. It's slow,
the tutorial isn't very good, and the camera controls are horrible.. Does not work on Windows 10. No support for this problem
from the game company.. game is ♥♥♥♥. no tutorial, no 1920x1080p resolution, does not run at 60 fps, ui is crappy, graphic is
crappy, NOT a 4x scale war. The only good thing for it now is it's on discount at 1.24. I'm a bit surprised this game doesn't
support widescreen resolutions. If you're going to re-release, that seems like something you'd fix.. Its a good game it just crashes
because of Sound Error bug, otherwise i love the space combat. A little boring.. Quite irritating sound-related crashes.
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